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September Open Day
On Sunday the 9th, our second open day for the year was held in mild weather
conditions. Whilst visitor numbers were down on the day, several donations were
received from our guests. It was also one of the rare occasions when all our operable
trams apart from W2 357 were in traffic. We are again indebted to our 3 interstate
members, Stephen Tyrrell, Shirley Loweke and Kym Smith for their attendance and
help in making this a successful operation.

L 103 rounding the north west curve, lower terminus bound
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Restoration of 792
During the past 3 months, the following work has been carried out on this tram. Four
replacement door jambs have been fitted to the cab ends of the saloons. These 4 door
jamb timbers have been sourced from dismantled trams and have had new bottom
sections spliced in to replace the rotted originals. The side destination box fascia’s on
both sides have been fitted with “D” mouldings and new glass and square beading has
been acquired in readiness for fitting. The replacement Blackwood upper bulkhead
panels have now been cut to correct size and after preparation, will be installed. The
new dropcentre quarter panel internal ply inserts previously prepared have also been
fitted. Work is continuing the removal of the old colorflek and varnish from the
undersides of the ceiling boards and ribs. This is a slow and arduous task that will
take time to complete. To date, the No1 end saloon has been completed along with
the north side ceiling of the dropcentre. A quotation has been received from an
external contractor to prepare and cover the roof boards. We are currently examining
funding options with a view of having this work undertaken as a priority project. A
start has also been made on preparing the various equipment that will be eventually
required to return 792 to operation. In August, an 8-inch brake cylinder was removed
from store for overhaul. After the unit was externally degreased and pressure washed,
it was dismantled, and all internal components thoroughly washed to remove the old
grease etc. After inspection, a light honing of the bore was carried out to remove
minor rust after which a new cylinder bucket was fitted, and the cylinder reassembled.
The unit is currently undergoing a leakage test.

Anthony Smith fitting insert panels to the dropcentre quarters of 792
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A new door jamb being fitted to the No 2 cab end of 792

Replacement upper bulkhead panel being trial fitted for size
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Overhead
Work has commenced on completing the alignment of the pull off spans on the North
West curve. This has involved the fabrication of additional span work and the transfer
of some existing span wires to the extra poles recently installed. The alignment of the
trolley wire was also adjusted as required. Work is now well advanced on completing
these adjustments to the network over this curve.

View showing additional span work being attached to the new poles on the
north west curve
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Storeroom Modifications
Modifications have been made to the shelving at the east end of the workshop
storeroom to create an additional storage area for parts bins. These bins now house
our expanding collection of screws and other fastenings, which are currently being
sorted according to size and type for easy retrieval.

Newly installed shelving and parts bin arrangement in the
workshop storeroom
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Anthony Smith & Frank Schroeders assemble brake cylinder for 792

“D” mould trim being fitted to the side destination box fascia of 792
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